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ABSTRACT

The Upper Internals Structure (UIS) of the Clinch River Breeder Reactor

Plant (CRBRP) provides control of core out let flow to prevent severe thermal

transients from occaring at the reactor vessel and primary heat transport

out let piping, provides instrumentation to monitor core performance, provides

support for the control rod dr ivel ines, and provides secondary holddown of the

core. The UIS is designed for a sodium environment with temperatures up to

1200°F, transient ramp rates up to 100°F per second, transient temperature
q

changes of as much as 400°F, and as many as 10 cycles of normal operation

temperature fluctuations of up to 300°F. I t is designed to survive these

conditions in combination with flow-induced vibration and seismic loadings

for a 30 year design l i f e .

All of the structural analysis aspects of assuring that the UIS is struc-

turally adequate are presented in this paper including simplified and r i g -

orous inelastic analysis methods, elevated temperature cr i ter ia, environmental

effects on material properties, design techniques, and manufacturing

constraints.



INTRODUCTION

The conflicting requirements of designing the Upper Internals Structure (UIS)

of the Clinch River Breeder Reactor Plant (CRBRP) to survive a severe thermal

environment and simultaneously to minimize stress and deflection in the event

of an earthquake have resulted in innovative design techniques and design

analysis methods. The structural analysis of the UIS has provided the

justification and demonstrated the necessity for these design techniques

and methods and has also provided the verification of structural adequacy

by rigorous analysis.

This paper presents an overview of the structural analysis that has been

required for the UIS. The overview naturally begins with a description of

the component's requirements, loading conditions, and structural criteria

to be satisfied. The design techniques adopted and simplified analysis methods

used in sizing the structure are then developed. This is followed by a pre-

sentation of a number of the unique design problems that were solved. The

rigorous analysis approach, some of the finite element models used, and key

results of these analyses are presented in the final part of the paper and

are followed by several conclusions and recommendations that are a result

of the UIS design analysis effort.

It is intended throughout the paper to reflect the multidisciplined nature

of demonstrating structural adequacy. The structural aspects are in themselves



complex and difficult, but it should be recognized that the design, manufac-

turing, materials, and thermal/hydraulic disciplines are equally so. The

successful completion of the UIS design for CRBRP is a result of the team

effort of engineers from each of these disciplines.



COMPONENT DESIGN AND REQUIREMENTS

The UIS design configuration is shown schematically in Figure 1. The basic

structure is a Type 316 stainless steel weldment that is supported by and

constructed around four columns. Four jacking mechanisms are mounted to

the closure head and attached to the UIS columns. The lower structure con-

sists primarily of an upper and a lower support plate welded to four shear

webs that greatly enhance lateral stiffness since they are also welded to

the four columns that extend to the lower support plate. The skirt of the UIS

extends downward from the lower support plate forming the mixing chamber and

providing the attachment surfaces for the three keys. The keys are equally

spaced (120° apart) and insert into the core former structure to minimize

vibration during normal operation and minimize deflection under seismic exci-

tation. During refueling, the jacking mechanisms raise the UIS and disengage

the keys so that the UIS may be rotated to various positions for inserting and

removing core assemblies through the IVTM port. The IVTM Port Plug is in

position during normal operation.

Thermocouples are positioned over most of the core assemblies by the instru-

mentation posts that are shrink-fitted into the lower support plate. The instru-

mentation posts have one to three fins which contain the Inconel 718 thermo-

couple dry wells and also cover each of the fuel and blanket assemblies

preventing them from ratchetting upward an excessive distance. The center post

of the instrumentation post is stainless steel as is the lower support plate

into which it fits. Covering this is the Inconel 718 lower section that has

the fins. The instrumentation leads are routed from the post positions through

conduits to the support columns, up the inside of the columns, and out through

the jacking mechanisms.



The UIS chimney assemblies are Inconel 718, mechanically attached with a

breech-lock feature to the lower support plate, and are guided by the upper

support plate allowing for axial expansion. The Control Rod Drivelines are

protected from fast flowing sodium and given lateral positioning by the upper

and lower shroud tubes which are also Inconel 718. The lower shroud tubes

are mechanically attached to the chimney assembly while the upper shroud

tube is supported at the head and slips over the lower shroud tube. The

chimneys channel the flow of core effluent from the mixing chamber to the

upper part of the outlet plenum promoting additional mixing in the outlet

plenum to mitigate transient effects at the vessel outlet and in the hot leg

piping. The lower shroud tubes also limit the upward distance that a control

assembly may move.

Several thermal liners are provided for protection of the base weldment. Type

316 stainless steel liners are used to mitigate upset and emergency transient

effects while Inconel 718 is used in regions where high cycle, steady state

temperature fluctuations from mixing will occur. This thermal effect is

termed "striping" in CRBRP and will be discussed more fully in later sections.

Inconel 718 liner protection has been provided in the mixing chamber, and on

the bottom of the skirt for this reason. The material of construction for

the chimney assemblies, the lower shroud tubes, and the lower section of the

instrumentation posts is Inconel 718 for the same reason. In the case of the

upper shroud tube, Inconel 718 is required for the additional reason that

greater creep rupture resistance is needed than is provided by Type 316

stainless steel due to the presence of a high steady state gradient.



The interfaces of the UIS columns and IVTM port plug with the jacking mech-

anisms and head form the primary pressure boundary and are always at low

temperature (<800°F, 427°C). Therefore* these areas of the UIS are re-

quired to satisfy the requirements for ASME Class 1 appurtenances. The in-

vessel portion of the UIS performs a core support function and is at elevated

temperature (> 800°F, 427°C). Since Subsection NG of Section III does not

apply to elevated temperature components and since no elevated temperature

code case exists for core support structures, the in-vessel UIS is analyzed

as a Class 1 component in accordance with Subsection NB of Section III and

Code Case N-47 (1592-10). The NucTear Systems MaterialsHandbook, Reference 1,

and the ASME Code are the primary sources for material properties. These

requirements and material property sources are supplemented by RDT Standards

E15-2NB and F9-4, respectively, and by additional CRBRP criteria and guidelines

for the treatment of environmental effects and for the computation of cumulative

creep/fatigue damage when the state of stress is compressive during hold times

between transients.

It is the in-vessel portion of the UIS that is of interest for this paper and

further references to the low temperature pressure boundary will not be made.

a) Mechanical Loads and Thermal Environment

ASME Code design condition loads are limited to dead weight and pressure. The

dead weight of the UIS is about 100,000 pounds (445,000 N) and the differential

pressure from inlet to outlet of the chimney assemblies is 5 psi (34,475 Pa).

The design temperature of the UIS is 1220°F (660°C). This is the highest

temperature expected at any location on the UIS at any time for normal operating

conditions.



for normal conditions in order to ascertain structural integrity with

regard to fatigue. When not predictable, the number of cycles shall be
intaken as 10 cycles.

The UIS shall be designed to accommodate thermal striping during normal

operation. Thermal striping is the condition that exists when sodium at

different temperatures leaving fuel and blanket assemblies impinges upon

the exposed surfaces of the UIS. The UIS surfaces directly exposed to

thermal striping are the instrumentation posts, control rod shroud tubes,

the internal surfaces of the chimneys, and the UIS mixing chamber.

Typical striping temperature peak-to-peak amplitudes at several locations

in the UIS are shown in Figure 2. The frequencies of the oscillations

vary from 0.5 Hz to 2.0 Hz.

The reactor operating temperature, for long term steady state effects in

a cumulative damage analysis, is based on a reactor coolant outlet temp-

erature of 1000°F. UIS temperatures for steady state conditions are

illustrated in Figure 3. Chimney assembly normal operating exit temp-

eratures are shown in Figure 4, illustrating the planar temperature pro-

file in the UIS. During refueling operations, which are normal operating

conditions, the UIS will be at the refueling temperature of 400°F + 50°F.

Normal operating temperature transients such as start up and shut down are

less severe than the upset and emergency events and are enveloped by them.

The upset mechanical loads on the UIS are the seismic input for the opera-

ting basis earthquake (OBE) described in terms of response spectra. The

response spectrum of the Intermediate Rotating Plug (IRP) and Core Barrel (CB)

interfaces with the UIS are obtained from linear time history analysis of



the reactor vessel system using time history input at the vessel support.

The UIS may be in the operating configuration, preparation for refueling

configuration (keys still engaged), or in the refueling configuration when

the operating basis earthquake occurs. Therefore, these three load cases

must be considered. In addition to the earthquake response spectra load-

ing, a relative horizontal displacement of 0.37 inch (0.94 cm) between

the head and the core barrel must be considered in the OBE seismic response

spectrum analysis of the UIS during operation. The UIS must be designed

for five OBE events of 10 maximum response cycles each. During refuelinc,

the UIS may be positioned in close proximity to the vessel thermal liner.

Impact between the UIS and the liner during an OBE is not permitted.

The gap at that position is 2.00 inches (5.08 cm).

For the areas of the lower plate, upper shroud tube and column/top plate

joint, the most severe upset (U) and emergency (E) thermal transients are

U-2b, uncontrolled rod withdrawal from full power, and U-18, loss of pre-

ferred and alternate preferred power. For the lower shroud tube, the

E-16 emergency transient, three loop natural circulation, is also severe.

All other UIS transients are grouped with respect to severity under these

transients. Local areas of the UIS are analyzed based on one or more of

these transients. These transients are plotted in Figure 5 for an average

fuel assembly exit. The fluid temperature changes are less severe farther

from the fuel exit as a result of mixing with control assembly flow and

_:? blanket assembly flow. These other assemblies also have less severe

changes occuring at their exits. The heat transfer analyses of different

areas of the UIS account for all of these differences.



The UIS must be designed to accommodate loads due to loss of primary holddown

(hydraulic balance) of core assemblies. Loss of hydraulic balance is

classified as an emergency event that occurs five times, but it shall be analyzed

as an upset event became inspection of the UIS is not planned. The load

application due to loss of hydraulic balance is considered to be a gradual

process in which random core assemblies move upward and contact the UIS. Con-

sequently, the maximum upward loads on the UIS shall be 95,080 pounds

(423,000 N) from 198 fuel assemblies, 60,750 pounds (270,230 N) from 150

blanket assemblies, and 10,890 pounds (48,440 N) from 19 control assemblies.

These loads are the products of the number of assemblies times the

buoyant force plus the product of the area of the inlet nozzles of the assem-

blies and pressure difference across the assemblies minus the weight of the

assembly. Conservatism has been included by ao;i.iming that the pressure

drop across the radial blanket assemblies is the same as that across the

fuel elements.

The UIS must be designed to withstand the effects of a safe shutdown

earthquake (SSE). Though the SSE is a faulted condition, to insure safe

shutdown, the UIS is designed to satisfy the ASME code criteria

for emergency conditions when in the operating configuration and subjected

to the SSE faulted condition loads. During refueling, the UIS is required

to be designed to meet faulted allowables. Furthermore, the UIS must

be designed such that there is no adverse effect on the control rod drive-

lines which could prevent safe shutdown. The SSE is a single event of

10 cycles.



Seismic input for the SSE is described in terms of response spectra. In

addition to the response spectra loading, a relative horizontal displacement

of 0.53 inch (1.35 cm) between the head and the core barrel must be con-

sidered in the SSE response spectrum analysis of the UIS during operation.

Two faulted events are identified in the UIS faulted duty cycle. Only one

occurrence of either of these events is allowed. Faulted events are not

considered in cumulative damage calculations since their occurrence ter-

minates reactor functioning after a safe shutdown has been achieved.

b) Additional Properties and Criteria

Due to the frequencies associated with striping and the 30 year design life

of the UIS, high cycle design fatigue curves that cover the range of 10 to

10 cycles are required for creep/fatigue cumulative damage evaluations. The

CRBRP project has adopted the curves shown in Figure 6 for use on the UIS. The

Type 316 stainless steel fatigue curve is an extrapolation of the Code Case

N-47 at 1000°F to 1200°F (538°C to 649°C) from 106 cycles using a slope on

cycles of -0.12. This is based on the slope of the elastic term of the Univer-

sal Slopes Equation of Reference 2. The Inconel 718 fatigue curves for varyinn

amounts of mean stress are from Reference 3.

The CRBRP project has also adopted an exception to the cumulative creep/fatigue

damage rule of Code Case N-47 and RDT Standard F9-4. Since the fn-vessel UIS

is not a Class 1 component and is not a Code Component, a relaxation of the rule

for compressive sustained stress situations was considered permissible knowing

that hold-time fatigue tests of stainless steel with compressive hold periods

reflect similar life capabilities as continuous cycling tests, Reference 4. The

rule adopted assumes that compressive hold, creep rupture damage is 20% as



damaging as the damage caused by the same sustained stress in tension. It applies

for austenitic stainless steel (Types 304 and 316) at metal temperatures less

than 1200°F (649°C), and is subject to the verification that the effective number

of expected cycles to failure would be less than 3000 cycles for Type 316 and

less than 6000 cycles for Type 304, based on Reference 5. At times in the duty

cycle when sustained stresses are tensile, damage is computed in accordance with

Code Case N-47. Compression is defined as a stress state where none of the prin-

cipal stresses are tensile.

c) Environmental Effects on Material Properties

Most of the data used to define the allowable design stresses, stress rupture and

fatigue strength in the ASME Code were obtained from mechanical tests con-

ducted in air. Procedures were used to account for scatter, specimen size and

finish in the available data so that the design values are adequately conser-

vative. However, no attempt is made by the Code to account for the effects of the

service environment. That job is assigned to the designer.

The development of the CRBRP UIS has focused attention on the mechanical behav-

ior of reactor materials when exposed to high-temperature liquid sodium, in

addition to fast neutron irradiation and a long time aging at elevated tempera-

tures.

For locations on the UIS where Inconel 718 and 316 SS would receive the highest
21neutron dosage, the total fluence level should be less, than 1.0 x 10 neutrons/

2cm . Therefore, the effects on mechanical properties should not be significant

and are not modified. .



Type 316 stainless steel is.a non-age hardenable alloy. Thus, no significant

changes in strength or hardness of annealed material would accrue from long

term aging at temperatures up to U00°F, unlike the precipitation-hardened stain-

less steels. Some slight increases in strength and decreases in ductility may

occur due to carbide formation, together with a reduction in the room tempera-

ture impact strength. In contrast to Type 316 stainless steel, Inconel 718 is

an age hardenable alloy. However, the age hardening action (precipitation of a

gamma prime type intermetallic compound) is very sluggish. Consequently, when

age-hardened material is subjected to aging at temperatures up to 1100°F, no

deleterious changes in strength or ductility are likely to be observed. No

allowances have been made for the effects of thermal aging on the properties

of Type 316 stainless steel and Inconel 718.

At temperatures above 900°F (482°C), the presence of liquid sodium begins to

affect the properties of these materials. This occurs through a surface effect

and through an interstitial transfer effect. Interstitial transfer of elements

such as carbon and nitrogen can occur by a diffusion process. Observed effects

on limited data where interstitial transfer has not occurred is termed a surface

effect. The only effect of sodium on Inconel 718 that is accounted for is a

surface effect on long term stress rupture strength of up to a 10% reduction.

This is assumed to be the same as stainless steel out of conservatism. Inter-

stitial effects are accounted for on several properties of 316 SS. Namely, a

reduction In yield and ultimate strength of up to 20%, an increase in elongation

of up to 30%, and a loss of stress rupture strength of up to 35%. Limited data

on fatigue properties of the two materials indicates that a slight increase in

fatigue strength due to lack of surface oxidation may occur but no benefit has

been permitted.



As a result of the paucity of in-sodium, long-term data for these materials, an

extensive mechanical property development test program has been initiated for

both Inconel 718 and Types 304 and 316 stainless steel. Tensile, low and

high cycle fatigue, stress (creep) rupture, creep/fatigue interaction, and

thermal shock data will be obtained to verify or modify the effects being

considered.



THE DESIGN APPROACH

The mechanical and thermal loading conditions expected for the UIS represent

conflicting requirements in that the mechanical loadings require stiffness and

strength (or increased thicknesses) and the thermal conditions result in a need

for flexibility and reduced thicknesses. Thermal striping imposes a constraint

in that Ihconel 718 is required in many areas where high cycles (10 ) of these

temperature fluctuations are too severe for stainless steel. Additional con-

straints are imposed because of manufacturing considerations. These include the

fact that an all Inconpi 718 structure is not possible using commercial heats

on a large scale because of welding limitations and that a thin (< one inch

thick) stainless steel structure would experience unacceptable distortion during

welding. From a structural adequacy viewpoint, neither bimetallic welds nor

threaded fasteners would be able to meet the service life requirements and

these are therefore not permitted.

These conflicting requirements and various constraints helped to formulate the

design philosophy that led to the UIS configuration. A strong and adequately

stiff stainless steel weldment with relatively uniform thermal inertia was

required. It would utilize stainless steel thermal liner protection for joints

and unavoidable heavy sections (> one inch) in hotter regions. It would utilize

Inconel 718 liner protection to withstand striping. It would minimize abrupt

thickness changes. And all liners would be attached mechanically without

threaded fasteners. Stiffness would be achieved through the use of a shear

web and by keying the UIS to the core former structure.



Proper selection of thicknesses for the stainless steel base metal and liners and

the proper location of Inconel 718 liners were key considerations. To approxi-

mately determine the areas that would require Inconel 718, allowable stream-to-

stream fluid temperatures were developed as a function of required cycles for

a sinusoidal fluid temperature change. The metal temperature differences and

stress responses were obtained varying film coefficients and frequencies.

Figure 7 illustrates the results obtained for both Inconel 718 and 316 SS. For

22.5 full power years and a 1 Hz frequency, the required number of cycles is
Q

7.1 x 10 cycles. At this frequency, the stream-to-stream fluid temperature

allowable of 316 ss/s about 50°F (28°C) for a film coefficient of 5000 BTU/hr-

ft2-°F (28,392 W/m2-°C), while for Inconel 718 with a a|nax < 64,000 psi

(4.41 x 108 Pa), it is about 220°F (122°C) for a film coefficient of 20,000

BTU/hr-ft2-°F (113,569 W/m2-°C). Lower film coefficients would of course give

higher allowables. Higher maximum stresses, on the other hand, would give

lower allowables for Inconel 718. These higher maximum stresses must consider

stresses from fabrication as well as applied stresses. Thus, the fabrication

process is very important for Inconel 718 since residual stresses can vary

significantly. The fabrication processes for the UIS are carefully controlled

to assure that residual stresses are as low as possible.

Selection of approximate thicknesses for the 316 SS base metal and liners

required the development of a simplified inelastic analysis method and

creep/fatigue damage method. Figure 8 shows creep damage for 316 SS in sodium

as a function of temperature for increasing compressive hold stress. At a

creep damage of 1.0 in the temperature range of 1050°F (566°C) to 1100°F

(593°C), considerably less than the minimum yield stress is permissible for



the hold-times between transients. Therefore, the elastic method of Code Case

N-47 would indicate that the UIS can not be used in its anticipated environment

since it requires the use of 1.25 times the minimum yield strength when the

elastically calculated range of primary-plus-secondary stress is large by com-

parison.

The methods of References 6 and 7 were developed to obtain the approximate

elastic-plastic strain ranges (using elastic analysis) from thermal transients

acting on simple geometries. Knowing the approximate elastic-plastic strain

range Ae, fatigue damage may be computed using the design fatigue curve for

inelastic analysis of Code Case N-47. The strain range Ae also forms the basis

for a simplified approach to obtain the residual stress after the transient

decays.

The initial residual stress that occurs immediately upon decaying of a transient

is obtained with the bilinear construction shown in Figure 9. The loading por-

tion of the cycle is represented by the monotonic, bilinear stress-strain curve

as modified by the sodium effects factor K,. The unload portion of the cycle

is obtained using the tenth cycle hardening stress-strain curve obtained through

the use of the hardening factor Kc and the sodium effects factor K»- The initial

residual stress is:

SR = SD " KN KC A S 0)

where:

SD " V L « x " {KNSIL
AS = S L x " SIU



The "L" (or load) stresses are obtained from the monotonic stress-strain curve

at the load temperature (at peak strain) while the "U" (or unload) stresses are

obtained from the monotonic stress-strain curve at the unload temperature. The

slope of the plastic portion of the bilinear stress-strain curves is obtained by

a straight line through the stress-strain points on the monotonic stress-strain

curve at strains of As and Ae/2.

The sodium effects factor KN is obtained from the expression

KN ay(C+N)Q

where from Reference (8),

a,y
(C+N) [304 Stainless Steel]

89952 + 181167 (C+N) - 82T(C+N)

-4269Tl/2 + 58T

(l316 Stainless Steel]

88474 + 211640 (C+N) - 114T(C+N)

-4295T1/2 + 62T

T = temperature, °Rt

RDT Standard F9-4T suggests the use of the guidelines for inelastic analysis

contained in RDT Standard F9-5T. The procedure presented here follows those

recommendations in that it utilizes a bilinear representation of the stress-

strain curve and accounts for the cyclic hardening behavior of austenitic

stainless steel through the application of the tenth cycle stress-strain curve.

In using the bilinear representation for the monotonic curve and the tenth-cycle

curve in an analysis, the size of the initial yield surface is determined by K .

K = a 2



where a» is the intersection of the plastic and elastic lines of the mcnotonic,

bilinear stress-strain curve. The size of the yield surface for the first

reversed plastic loading and for all subsequent plastic loadings is determined

by K].

Kl = J a Y l 2

where a«i is the intersection of the plastic and elastic lines of the plastic

and elastic lines of the tenth cycle, bilinear stress-strain curve. Thus, the

cyclic hardening factor is:

The data of Reference (1) have been utilized to determine that

K =fa- ) = [-0.1 H + 3.094 Ae]1/2c W (3)

(for Ae > 0.36%) is a slightly conservative expression for use with both types

304 and 316 stainless steel.

/ / T h e creep damage is based upon the sustained residual stress during the hold-

time between transients. The residual stress resulting from a thermal transient

will relax (reduce) during the hold-time in accordance with the creep rate

equation for the material. In the simplified approach used on the UIS, the

uniaxial expression

1 i||+S(a)«0 (4)

was used to simulate the material behavior. To obtain the time to rupture for a

given stress, the stress must be divided by K' (=0.9) to comply with Code Case



N-47, In addition, the effect of carbon and nitrogen depletion is accounted

for by dividing by the factor F« where

FN - Fj Fs (5)

and

Fj = Interstitial Effect (304 and 316 Stainless Steel)

I = 1.0-[(C + N ) Q - (C + N)e] [-6.476 + .00848F]

Fs = Surface Effect (304 and 316 Stainless Steel)

= 1.2745 - .000305F

I F = temperature, °F

The carbon and nitrogen equilibrium content is obtained from Reference (1)

using a carbon potential of 50 ppm for CRBRP. The initial content is assumed

I to be 0.12% based upon the chemistry of typical stainless steels.
i|
\ /The simplified damage evaluation method may be used to a) evaluate a single type
I

I of thermal transient event, b) compare the severity of different thermal tran-

sients, c) evaluate the total damage from a duty cycle, and d) establish

I acceptable thicknesses of liner protection or thicknesses of base metal that

; would not need liner protection. Figures 10 and 11 illustrate the damage

versus thickness information that was generated for the UIS. The basic assump-

tion for these figures is that the duty cycle is simplified to be 577 cycles of

the U-2b transient for 22.5 full power years, and that the U-2b temperature

versus time is the same for each case, after the initial time.

/The variation of damage with thickness of an unprotected section is shown in

Figure 10. The steady state, or hold-time temperature To, is varied to give

three curves, one for 1000°F (538°C), 1050°F (566°C), and 1100°F (593°C). The

results indicete that for a TQ of 1000°F (538°C), there would be no limitation



on thickness for an unprotected section up to about 4.0 inches (10.2 cm).

However, when the hold-time temperature reaches 1050°F (566°C) and above,

severe manufacturing restrictions may result since the thicknesses must be

limited to less than about 0.5 inch (1.27 cm) to get the creep/fatigue damage

below 1.0.

Figure 11 shows the effect that varying thicknesses of liner protection has

on the creep/fatigue damage of a 1.5 inch (3.8 cm) thick base metal section at

a TQ of 1100°F (593°C). Again to obtain a damage level less than 1.0, liner

protection of about 0.9 inch (2.3 cm) is required. Going back to the

TQ = 1100°F (593°C) curve of Figure 10, the 0.9 inch (2.3 cm) liner protection

must be provided by a stackup of liners that have a limitation of about 0.2

inch (0.5 cm) for the outside liner. These two figures illustrate one of the fun-

damental problems faced in the design of the UIS.

"The success of the simplified inelastic analysis and creep/fatigue damage method

was recognized to be dependent upon the absence of structural ratcheting. For-

tunately in this regard, no sustained mechanical loadings of any significance

would be applied to the UIS. The largest mechanical loads would come from earth-

quakes. These loadings are transient and in meeting primary limits at critical

bending locations such as the columns, stresses throughout most of the UIS are

considerably less than the yield strength. The other consideration would be

elastic follow-up or sustained secondary stress from thermal gradients. Therefore,

significant consideration was given to the reduction of steady-state secondary

stresses and to balancing the stiffnesses of the structure in the hotter regions

where ratcheting would more easily occur.



SPECIAL DESIGN PROBLEMS

By referring again to Figure 8, the sensitivity of the 316 SS structure's

creep/fatigue damage (with sodium effects) to hold-time temperature for a con-

stant stress is evident. A change in steady-state operating temperature of 10°F

(5.6°C) could easily result in a 50% change in the predicted creep damage.

Similarly, a 2000 psi (1.38 x 10 Pa) change in residual stress can do the

same thing. Thus, slight revisions in predicted operating temperatures or

seemingly minor changes in a design to reduce the cost of fabrication can

result in a major impact on structural adequacy. On the other hand minor

changes in one or the other has solved problems in being able to demonstrate

adequacy.

The lower plate of the UIS and i ts ligaments were the most d i f f i cu l t to design

due to their presence immediately above the core and their interaction with the

entire struture. Mixing of core and blanket assembly effluents below i t , the

passage of those flows through the chimney holes, and the slow circulation of

cooler, more uniform temperature f lu id above results in a complex three-dimensional

temperature distribution during both normal operation and transient conditions.

In the preliminary design phase, analysis indicated that the plate would not

experience a steady-state axial temperature gradient, that the plate radial

gradient at steady state would be 60°F (33°C), and that the long term plate

temperature at the cr i t ical ligament would be 1084°F (584°C) in the chimney

hole. These conditions resulted from a conclusion that the trapped sodium

above the plate and inside the shear web would be fa i r ly stagnant and from the

presence of outlet flow modules that provided 4.5 inches (11.4 cm) of Inconel



718 liner protection on the bottom surface. Therefore, the sizing of required

liners by the simplified methods was successful and confirmed by more rigorous

analysis, which also showed that stresses in the plate due to i ts interaction

with the remaining structure were low. Subsequent to that time, the chimney

hole pattern was revised, the outlet flow modules were eliminated, and thermal/

hydraulic test data became available for the UIS. The revision of the hole

pattern consisted of the number of chimney holes being reduced in the lower

plate and made to be the same size to reduce fabrication costs. The revised

pattern, however, le f t significant regions of solid metal where chimney holes

had previously been located. The outlet flow modules were eliminated because

of severe flow-induced vibration. These were replaced with instrumentation

posts to position the instrumentation over the core assemblies and provide

secondary hold-down for the core. Liners were also added to the bottom surface

of the plate to protect i t from striping and transients. The total thickness

of the one Inconel 718 and three 316 SS liners was 1.25 inches (3.18 cm) instead

of the previous 4.5 inches (11.4 cm). Thermal/hydraulic tests followed and

provided data that indicated that the lower plate would have an 84°F (46.7°C)

steady-state axial gradient, a 100°F (55.6°C) steady-state radial gradient, and

a long term temperature on the lower surface of the cr i t ical ligament of 1105°F

(596°C). Revised rigorous analysis predicted excessive creep/fatigue damage.

Early attempts to improve the design by using the simplified inelastic approaches

were unsuccessful. This was due to the fact that the elastically calculated

stresses that are the basis of the method were not accurately predicted for the

ligament and that the elastic-plastic strain corrections were too low. Refining

the accuracy of the temperature gradients predicted in the ligament and separa-

ting the plate interaction stresses from the through-thickness gradient stresses

revealed the solution for the design.



Essentially, the conditions of the preliminary design lower plate had to be

duplicated. Two more inches (5.08 cm) of l iner protection was obtained by re-

ducing the plate thickness from 6.0 inches (15.2 cm) to 4.0 inches (10.2 cm).

The total l iner protection provided would be 3.25 inches (8.3 cm) for the

bottom of the new lower plate. The three dimensional refined temperature

solution for the ligament showed that response of most of the ligament would

then be mostly through-thickness response from the chimney holes. The simpli-

fied method was then used to increase the chimney assembly thickness in the

chimney hole to an acceptable thickness of 1.1 inches (2.8 cm) from 0.75 inch

(1.9 cm). The long term temperature at the bottom corner of the ligament had

also been reduced to 1088°F (587°C) and the steady-state axial gradient

to 60°F (33°C). Three inch diameter blind holes were added to the

solid portion of the lower plate. In addition to reducing the stiffness of

this region to be balanced with the stiffness of the chimney hole area, this

permitted metal temperature response of nearly the entire plate to be very

uniform during transients. Detailed elastic analysis shows that this restricted

the in-plane membrane stresses in the cr i t ical ligament (from interaction with

the rest of the structure) to fluctuate only 5000 psi (3.44 x 10 Pa) during the

U-2b transient. The steady-state membrane stress had also been reduced by

2000 psi (1.38 x 10 Pa). Rigorous analysis confirmed the acceptability of

the design.

The use of Inconel 718 in regions of large striping amplitudes was in i t i a l l y

thought to be free of complications. Examples of problems that were foreseen

were the effects of grain size and mean stress on the fatigue endurance.

Available data supported the need for fabrication control to minimize residual

stresses. Grain size control was considered to be impractical and the design

was able to accommodate the possibility of larger grains. An unforeseen problem



surfaced when operating conditions on the lower shroud tubes where shown by

test data from different tests to either have lower striping amplitudes and

large steady-state gradients, or to have higher striping amplitudes with

moderate steudy-state gradients. The striping f lu id temperature range could

be as high as 163°F (91°C) and the steady-state gradient could be 358°F (199°C).

Uncertainties in the data and with the flow needs of the interfacing Control Rod

Driveline led the designer to opt for a design that would satisfy both conditions.

The limitation that surfaced in the evaluation of the lower shroud tube is in

the fact that Inconel 718 stress rupture properties become limiting even though

stresses are well below the yield strength, Reference (1). Another limitation

that was recognized was the combined effect of fabrication residual stresses

with applied mean stress on the fatigue endurance. With a 163°F (91°C) f lu id

striping range, the steady-state gradient would have to be less than 200°F

(111°C). The design was therefore changed to two concentric Inconel 718 tubes

with a gap between them. This limits the potential steady-state gradients to

an acceptable level of less than 150°F (83°C) in the outer hot cylinder.

Additionally, to accommodate the striping of 163°F (91°C), a maximum cylinder

thickness of 0.10 inch (0.25 cm} had to be imposed. At around 0.125 inch

(0.32 cm), further reductions in thickness result in the mean temperature

following the oscillation in the f lu id temperature thereby " iucing the temp-

erature gradient and induced surface stress. The 0.10 inch thickness provided

adequate reduction in stress amplitude.
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I OVERVIEW OF THE RIGOROUS ANALYSIS

n'

I;

I The structural analysis of the UIS has involved the coordination -of many engin-I
I eering disciplines. Thermal-hydraulics, materials, manufacturing, and design

[ groups al l interacted with the structural analysts to assure that the UIS would
1

j meet its requirements. Elastic analysis, simplified inelastic and creep-

fatigue damage analysis, and finite element inelastic analysis were used as

economically as possible to arrive at a detailed design. Ultimate verification

! of the design was the result of rigorous and detailed finite element elastic

| and inelastic analysis. Experience and judgement were used to limit the extent

\ of these evaluations as well. The results of these analyses were evaluated

| against the ASME Code, RDT Standards, and special CRBRP criteria as noted
i

i previously. In addition, two structural tests were conducted to support

| allowables used for buckling of the UIS columns and for stress rupture strength

of the 316 SS central rod of the instrumentation posts.

I a) Seismic Analysis

i In order to evaluate the primary stresses in the UIS due to seismic excitation

and to provide detailed seismic stresses to combine with thermal transient

results, a response spectrum analysis of a 180 degree finite element model of
1

j the structure was performed. The detailed model of Figure 12 simulates the
i

I mass and stiffness of the UIS structure including the effects of liquid sodium

| mass trapped within the structure. Wavefront reduction and other procedures

I were implemented to allow the large finite element model to be run on the

CDC7600 computer. Numerous check runs and static solution runs were performed

to evaluate the adequacy of the modeling. Finally, modal analysis of the UIS

model for both operating and refueling configurations was performed to obtain

natural frequencies and mode shapes. Lowest natural frequencies for the

predominant modes of the UIS are, 2.5 hz refueling and 14.3 hz operating.



The seismic analysis was performed with response spectra curves developed for

a 0.25g safe shutdown earthquake (SSE) and for a 0.125g operating basis earth-

quake (OBE) utilizing response spectrum analysis. For each earthquake, the

UIS was analyzed for two configurations; refueling and operating. During

refueling the UIS keys are disengaged from tiie core former ring, the IVTM Port

Plug is removed, and the UIS is supported only at the intermediate rotating

plug. During operation the keys are engaged in the core former ring and the

IVTM Port Plug is installed. Stress and displacement results from each mode

of the response spectrum analysis are combined by the square root of the sum

of the squares for a given excitation direction. Results for each excitation

direction, one vertical and two mutually perpendicular horizontal, are also

combined by the square root of the sum of the squares. Stresses due to

horizontal support point motion and due to dead weight, are added by absolute

value to response spectrum analysis stresses to give final values for comparison

to criteria.

Primary stress limits are satisfied everywhere in the UIS for the seismic load-

ings. The lowest margin, however, occurs for a different mode of failure

than that protected against by the primary limits. Prevention of buckling,

or more specifically plastic instability, of the support columns was the most

difficult to justify. The most highly loaded support column is subjected to

both axial compression and end moments that cause stresses that are close to

the primary stress limits. If a column buckling load is calculated that

assumes interaction of the end moments, the required load factors of 3.0 and

2.5 for OBE and SSE during normal operation (SSE is treated as an emergency

event) are not satisfied. The UIS column, however, has a D/t of 13.0 which



puts it into the thick cylinder realm, where elastic column buckling would not

occur before plastic instability. To verify this and to determine the moment

capability of the column, five cylindrical specimens with D/t in the range of

10.0 to 20.0 were collapsed under four point loading. The mode of failure for

each was an ovalization of the circular cross-section that led to unstable

plastic collapse. A safe instability limit of 0.8 of the minimum ultimate

tensile strength was established. Since circumferential wrinkles did not occur,

it was also concluded that the end moments on the UIS support columns would not

interact with the axial compression to reduce the buckling allowable. There-

fore, the load factors for the support columns were satisfied with a uniaxial

buckling allowable that accounts for plasticity effects, and the end moments

were shown to be less than the moment that would cause a stress of 0.8 of the

minimum ultimate tensile strength.

b) Duty Cycle Reduction

The UIS is subjected to a large number of upset and emergency condition ther-

mal transients. Rigorous analysis of each of these events in each of the

critical areas of the UIS is impractical from a cost and time standpoint. The

purpose of the duty cycle reduction is to reduce the number of events to be

applied in the analysis of each area of the structure to only one or two events

and to obtain equivalent creep and fatigue damage for the entire duty cycle.

This can be achieved by applying an equivalent creep and fatigue damage

approach to the umbrella transient events. In a low temperature component

where only fatigue damage is involved, this reduction is fairly straight forward

since only elastic stress ranges need be determined to enable an equivalent

fatigue damage evaluation. In a high temperature component such as the UIS,



time dependent response and environmental effects become governing factors.

Residual stress, hold-time between cycles, elastic-plastic strain, cyclic-

hardening, and creep/fatigue interaction must a l l be properly accounted for.

The methods of References 6 and 7 and the simplified creep-fatigue damage

approach described previously permit this duty cycls reduction to be accom-

plished in a rapid systematic manner.

The complex nature of the f lu id flow distributions in and around the UIS

makes i t necessary to perform duty cycle reductions at various locations.

Steady state operating temperatures, heat transfer coefficients, and transient

ramp rates vary from location to location. Together with the thickness varia-

tions within the structure, they may cause a range of equivalent cycles that

are possible when the duty cycle is reduced to one or two events.

The umbrella transients are grouped into similar categories for reduction by

equivalent damage to a single event in that category. That event is the worst

event in that category so that the analysis accounts for and identifies the

highest level of stress and strain to be experienced by the component. The

transients are grouped into the categories of down events, up events, up and

down events, and down-up-down events. Having obtained the equivalent number

of cycles of the worst event in each category, these are then combined as a

duty cycle, i f possible, to achieve the fewest different transients that

have to be evaluated and the equivalent number of cycles of each to represent

the entire duty cycle.



The results of this evaluation for the UIS concluded that the U-2b and U-18

transients (plotted in Figure 5) would have to be treated as separate events

for the critical stainless steel areas of the column-top plate joint and the

lower plate ligament. The more rapid up transients such as E-16 were deter-

mined to have little effect on these well protected areas. It also showed

that the number of equivalent cycles could be taken as the total of 577 events

without undo conservatism because the^j is very little creep relaxation of

residual stresses during hold times and since the fatigue damages are generally

low. However, for unprotected regions such as the liners, the lower shroud

tube, and the instrumentation post, the evaluation showed that the E-16 tran-

sient would be severe and should also be included in the stress analysis as a

separate event.

c) Redundant Thermal Stress Analysis

The basic stainless steel structural weldment of the UIS is a highly redundant

structure. Variations in temperature and geometry result in critical regions

that are very localized. Calculations or finite element solutions in sufficient

detail to accurately assess the stress states in these localized areas are

therefore required. Since these areas may not be known a priori and are

affected by interaction with other regions of the structure, an overall solu-

tion of the structure is also required. Computer storage limitations and cost

considerations quickly rule out the possibility of an overall, finely detailed

finite element model and solution. Therefore, the UIS thermal stress evaluation

of the stainless structure was performed with a series of finite element solu-

tions. These solutions progress from a coarse model of the overall structure,

the gross model of Figure 13(a), to one or two more refined models covering



less structure, as illustrated by the lower plate and ligament models of

Figure 13(b) and 13(c), respectively. The gross model provides boundary con-

ditions for steady state and transient conditions to the succeeding model which

in turn does the same if a third model is involved. As shown in Figure 13 the

analysis of the critical ligament in the lower plate required three finite

element solutions for steady state and transient conditions. The column-top

plate joint utilized two models, while less critical areas such as the shear

web, skirt, and lower plate outer ledge were evaluated with the gross model

results.

In an elevated temperature design such as the UIS, ratcheting and elastic

followup are serious considerations for two reasons. First, the strain levels

reached must meet allowables and secondly, the accuracy of detailed solutions

by successive solutions depends on it. For example, a choice must be made

between using displacement boundaries or force boundaries for the more local-

ized models. The UIS solutions were based on force boundaries because of the

ease of interpolation of forces for the firar boundary mesh of the more lozal-

ized model and to avoid the potential problems of localized inaccurate strains

and underestimated displacements in going from the coarser mesh to the finer

mesh. However, the larger region coarser mesh solutions tend to overestimate

forces because of the stiffer representation of the structure and can very

easily result in greatly exaggerated strains in the more lozalized and more

flexible models (for thermal interactions that are basically secondary effects

or displacement controlled). As a result, the design of the lower plate incor-

porates the features described previously that minimize the interactive forces

on the critical ligaments.



The thermal hydraulic analysis of the UIS follows the same succession as the

stress analysis and in most cases is more involved at each level to assure

that overly conservative interactive forces are not provided to the next

solution. Separate local evaluations, for example, were performed for the

gross model to provide accurate temperatures for the coarser structural ele-

ments in areas such as the column and the upper and lower plates. Considerable

effort, therefore, went into interfacing codes which transferred temperatures

from one format to another and in averaging and linearizing temperatures to

assure that the proper structural effects would be present.

d) Lower Plate and Ligament Analysis

The results of the elastic solution for the UIS gross model for the U-2b and

U-18 transients indicates that most of the structure remains elastic and that

most of the structure is at a low enough temperature (< 1000°F, 538°C) that

creep effects are negligible. Plasticity is indicated in the lower plate and

ligaments and ligament temperatures are well into the creep range. Therefore,

the forces obtained from the elastic gross model solution are used as boundary

conditions for the lower plate model, and the lower plate and ligament solu-

tions are performed inelastically.

The lower plate inelastic thermal stress analysis for the U-2b and U-18 tran-

sients was performed on a 180 degree model comprised of flat, triangular shell

elements that have membrane and in- and out-of-plane bending capabilities with

five temperatures specified through the thickness. It provides nodal forces

for the ligament analysis, demonstrates the adequacy of the lower plate to

react the loss of hydraulic hoiddown load, and demonstrates that the plate

satisfies the ratcheting criteria. Actually, ratcheting is not a significant

J



concern from a strain l imit standpoint since the strain accumulations during

shakedown are in the compressive sense for the highly strained central region

of the plate.

The cr i t ical ligament was selected on the basis of the most severe transient

and steady state temperature conditions since creep-fatigue damage is the most

l imit ing cr i ter ia. Symmetry of the thermal environment permitted the use of

a half-ligament model with in-plane bending forces being conservatively applied.

The model is comprised of 3-D solid elements arranged in seven layers through

the depth of the ligament. Thin surface elements are included so that peak

strains that account for sodium effects in the stress-strain relations wo^d

be obtained. The interaction of the interference f i t with the instrumentation

posts was accounted for with the use of a solid bar and interfacing gap

elements. The stress-strain response of the cr i t ical location of the ligament

is shown in Figure 14. The resulting creep-fatigue damage satisfies the CRBRP

modified damage cr i ter ia.

e) Instrumentation Post Analysis

The instrumentation post is a composite structure with a 316 stainless steel

central post that is pressfit into the lower plate. Radial pins and a tight

fit secure the Inconel 718 outer forging, visible in Figure 1. The Inconel 718

portion is basically a thick cylinder with a tapered end that supports three

fins. These fins provide secondary holddown of the core assemblies, support

the drywells for the UIS thermocouples, and support the plate liners for the

bottom surface of the lower plate and ligaments. This Inconel 718 forging is

exposed directly to the fuel and blanket assemblies effluent which subjects



it to striping and transient conditions. Two-dimensional finite element analyses

of various sections of the finned cylinder accounted for fillets and holes

and utilized temperature boundary conditions based on test data. These solu-

tions demonstrated the adequacy of the part to meet requirements.

An axisymmetric finite element solution was performed for the upper portion

of the post. It included both the stainless and Inconel parts and a portion

of the lower plate and liners to properly account for the interference fit

and simulate the heat transfer effects of the plate. The radial pin holes

in the stainless steel portion were not specifically modelled in the axisymmetric

representation. At this location a maximum residual compressive stress of an

acceptable magnitude (based on code rupture curves) resulted. RDT Standard

F9-4T, however, specifically requires the use of peak stress at an area of a

stress concentration and retains the requirement of the code to use minimum

creep rupture properties. Applying a concentration factor to the peak strain

resulted in a residual stress at the hole that gave an unacceptable creep-

fatigue damage.

The effects of the presence of stress concentrations on stress rupture pro-

perties is known to vary considerably with the material, geometry of the stress

concentration, the environment, and life. In the case of the austenitic stain-

less steels (304, 316, 321 and 347), test data consistently points to stress

concentrations having a less severe effect on stress rupture strength than

predicted using Code Case N-47 with F9-4T inelastic analysis rules. In the

case of 316 SS, there is a consistent trend to significant notch strengthening



for certain notch geometries, particularly when the service environment

exceeds 1100°F (593°C) and the time to rupture is long (> 5000 hrs), Reference 8.

An existing development test program for in-sodium properties of austenitic

stainless steels was modified to include creep rupture and creep-fatigue test-

ing of notched bar (3 transverse holes} samples that simulate the instrumen-

tation post configuration. The results of these tests, Reference 9, clearly

indicate strengthening or longer l i f e for both creep rupture and creep-

fatigue interaction. The acceptability of the damage calculated on the basis

of maximum nominal stress, neglecting the presence of the radial holes, was

therefore demonstrated.



CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

As a result of the experience gained in designing and analyzing the CRBRP

Upper Internals Structure, several conclusions and recommendations can be

made that can serve as guidance or as a frame of reference for others

involved in the design and analysis of elevated temperature components.

1. A coordinated effort with designer, thermal-hydraulics analyst, and

manufacturing engineer must be maintained throughout all design phases

of the component.

2. Every effort should be made to get accurate fluid temperatures by analysis

or test at the earliest possible time.

3. Simplified inelastic analysis and creep-fatigue damage methods that are

approximately accurate (not overly conservative) should be used exten-

sively in the conceptual and preliminary design phases.

4. The design should incorporate features that minimize steady state stresses

from mechanical loads, local thermal gradients, or thermal interaction

1oads.
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THE UIS SEISMIC ANALYSIS MODEL
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